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Project Details
Overall objective
 support GoL to combat illegal timber logging and trading through improved
Forest Law Enforcement, Governance, and Trade in VPA Process
Specific objectives:
 Support SMeWEs to improve its business competitiveness through improved
legal compliance and increased production capacity with timber from legal
sources.
 contribute lessons learnt to the development process of Lao TLAS as a part of
the preparation of Lao-EU VPA Process

Project details
Expected outputs:
1. situational assessment of SMeWEs in target districts is conducted;
2. Action plans to strengthen the competitiveness of the pilot SMeWEs to
produce legal wood products are developed;
3. Competitiveness of the pilot SMeWEs has been measurably strengthened as a
result of the implementation of action plans;
4. Monitoring, evaluation and visibility framework developed.

Brief about the SMeWE situation assessment
Rationale: Why the assessment?
o We need a profound understanding about the
current legal compliance capacity and production
capacity of the wood processing factories
o We will use this information as a basis to assist
the wood processing factories to plan and
upgrade their capacities to meet relevant legal
requirements and effective production standards

Brief about the SMeWE situation assessment
Objective:
o To assess and evaluate the legal compliance and
production capacities of the participating wood
processing factories
Expected outputs:
o Stage of the legal compliance capacity related to (1)
wood processing requirement and (2) Labor obligations
in wood processing factories
o Stage of production capacity in terms of raw material,
machinery, manpower, money, and production
management
o Related comments/suggestions from all relevant
stakeholders, esp. wood factories

Brief about the SMeWE situation assessment
Methodology:
 Design the assessment based on the
draft TLD No. 7 & No. 8 and general
theory of SME production management

 Assess situations mainly based on
primary data collected from semistructured interviews of 10 participating
wood factories which is supplemented
by using secondary data collected from
offices concerned
 Consult initial assessment results with all
relevant stakeholders in a stakeholders
consultation workshop

Brief about the SMeWE situation assessment
3. Participating wood processing factories
 10 small and medium wood processing companies were selected. located in 3
districts. Out of which by:

 Location: Nakai = 1; Mahaxay = 6; Thakhek = 3;
 Factory Level: Factory Level I = 6; Factory Level II = 2; Mini-Household Factory =
2;

 Factory scale: Small = 5; and Medium = 5;
 Factory type: Wood processing = 5; Furniture = 4; Wood carving = 1
 Current legal status: (after provincial evaluation process March 2017)
 2 Mini-household furniture must be shut down;
 2 be further examined because of being located in three forest categories; and
 2 must be upgraded to meet required technical standards

Findings: Production Capacity

Findings - Production capacity
Raw material: deemed as a serious problem and needs an urgent intervention
 Seriously shortage of raw material
 Commonly use of (illegal) hand-sawn timber as a result of much lower price,
shortage of legal timber, and limited access to legal timber market;
Manpower: although having sufficient technical labor, but seriously lack of
managerial skills, so needs an urgent intervention
 Sufficient number of technical laborers with satisfactory technical skills;
 Sufficient number and satisfactory skills related to overall business
administration, but seriously skill shortage in the areas of production planning,
product designing and marketing, and accounting;

Findings - Production capacity
Monetary resource: deemed as not a serious problem and no urgent
intervention needed
 60% of SMeWEs reported of having sufficient fund for investment, while
the other considered
Machinery: deemed as a serious problem and needs upgrading

 Even tough 90% of the participating factories reported of being
satisfactory with their machinery status, however, 2 of the 8 registered
factories failed to pass the latest provincial examination.
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Findings - Production capacity
Management skills: deemed as a serious problem and needs urgent intervention
 Product designing and marketing capacity is critically weak indicated in the
lack of designing and marketing skills; lack of market information; no business
contracts and access to permanent market; limited product advertisement;
 Production planning capacity is weak indicated in poor quality
business/production plans and the absence these production plan,
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Findings: Legal Compliance Capacity

Findings – Legal compliance capacity
Criteria 1: The factory is legally established and authorized in accordance with the
law and regulation: not a big problem, except for 2 unregistered mini-household
furniture
 8 out of 10 factories were established and authorized compliantly with current
legal requirements, except for two unregistered mini-household based furniture.
Criteria 2: The factory operates compliantly with the timber processing
procedures required by the law and regulations: a serious problem and needs an
urgent intervention
 Only around 20% of total factories are considered to meet these legal
requirements due to the absence of evidences to verify timber sources, inputoutput management, and tax/royalty payments

Findings – Legal compliance capacity
Criteria 3: The factory operates compliantly
with environmental and social obligations
required by the law and regulation: deemed
not a serious problem and no intervention is
needed, except for the 2 unregistered minihousehold furniture
 In spite of missing evident, 8 out of 10
participating factories are considered to
meet this criteria and indicators, except for
unregistered mini-household furniture as
this is confirmed in the inspection report of
Provincial Inspection and Regulation
Committee.

Findings – Legal compliance capacity
Criteria 4: The operator performs compliantly with law and regulations on
implementation of occupational safety and health: deemed seriously incompliant
and need intervention!
 The majority of factories have been aware of the legal requirements, but failed to
perform accordingly as they could not show evidences of having training report on
OSH, OSH staff in service, accident report.

Criteria 5: The operator performs compliantly with law and regulations on personal
protection in the work place: deemed serious and needs urgent intervention
 8 out of 10 factories have provided personal protective equipment (PPE) to their
workers, but only 1 factory has shown evidence of having provided instruction on
the use of PPE to ensure correct uses of PPE.

Findings – Legal compliance capacity
Criteria 6: The factory performs compliantly with law and regulations on the right of
workers: deemed serious and needs intervention
 7 out of 10 factories have signed and updated working contracts with workers;
updated the list of workers with personal identities overtime. However, all of them
have neither report of workers’ movements, nor the worker’s inspection report. In
sum, all of the participating factories have failed to meet legal requirements
Criteria 7: The operator performs compliantly with law and regulations on the benefits
for workers: deemed serious and needs intervention


Although 9 out of 10 participating factories reported of having paid salaries to their
workers correctly in line with regulations concerned, almost all these factories failed
to meet legal requirements related to social insurances. The same applies for both
operators and workers who ignored annual health checks. Thus, in sum this criterion
is failed to be met.

Conclusion
Production capacity:
In general, the production capacities of the participating factories are weak and need to be
strengthened. Serious capacity deficiencies are related to the shortage of raw material, managerial
skills and machinery standards which need urgent interventions, while deficiencies related to
monetary resource and technical skills are deemed moderate where interventions are optional.
Legal compliance capacity:
In general, the legal compliant capacity of the participating factories critically weak in both examined
aspects, wood processing requirements, and even worsen in the aspect of labor obligation.
With regard to wood processing requirements, serious capacity deficiencies are rested with failure to
meet legal requirements related to legal timber sourcing and tax payment, while all registered
factories have no problem with business establishment and operation. In contrast, almost all legal
requirements related to Labor obligations are not met by almost all participating factories. Thus, if
these requirements are essentially enforced, all participatory factories must upgrade their capacity in
these areas.
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Recommendations
Production Capacity:
Project interventions: help improve management skills (planning, designing, marketing, accounting)
through trainings, provision of relevant information and study tours; and help improve
communication with relevant stakeholders through professional exchanges in related business
networks and partners.
Government intervention: increased access to raw material; increased access to market; increased
access to funding sources; and increased access to continuous technical supports.

Legal compliance capacity:
Project interventions: awareness raising in FLEGT/VPA process, and its implications on SME, all
related law and regulations and the need for being legally compliant; and provide trainings on timber
supply chain, CoC and LTD/TLAS, simple value chain analysis framework;
Government Intervention: helps legalize their factories and build legal compliance capacity
Legal compliance capacity:

Next Steps
 Improving the (Situation Assessment of Wood Processing Factories in
Khammuane Province)

 Training for selected 5 factories, on Action plans to strengthen the competitiveness
of the pilot SMeWEs
 Support Small business and Families Business

ຂອບໃຈ

